
   
 

Come Meet Jesus! Okotoks Alliance Church 
“Authority To Address Sin”  Sun. Feb. 5, 2023 
Mark 2:1-17 Rev. Terry B. Lee

1) Consider The Nature Of Sin

2) Consider The Cost of Sin

3) The Pardon From Sin

Serm
on N

otes

Consider Memorizing

When Jesus heard this, he told them, “Healthy people don’t need a doctor—
sick people do. I have come to call not those who think they are righteous, 

but those who know they are sinners.” (Mark 2:13-17, NLT)

https://my.bible.com/bible/116/MRK.2.13-17


Sermon based questions for further reflection:                          
1.RECONNECT…  i) What was the high point of your week? 
   ii) What was the low point of your week?  

2.RECAP… Review the passage and the message from this Sunday.   
 What is Mark 2:1-17  about, in your own words?         

i) In a crisis, even at 3 am, which four friends would you call? 

ii) What would you be seeing or feeling, if you were in the house w Jesus? 
 …what’s the crowd’s reaction to the opening of the roof? 
 …what might Peter be thinking? 
 …why’re the Jewish teachers so upset? 
  
iii)What is the connection between this man’s sin and his illness? 
 …review John 9:1-3. Is there always a connection? 
 …why didn’t Jesus just heal the man, like everyone expected?  
 (What new insight about the kingdom and Himself is he revealing? 
 …in what ways is sin like paralysis? (Eph. 2:1-5)  
  
iv)How do you think Jesus disciples felt about adding Levi to the crew? 
 …considering that he was possibly the guy who’d been taxing them 
 …have you ever resented Jesus calling a particular person?  

v)Have you been more likely to doubt forgiveness or take it for granted?  
 …has Jesus healed you of that? 

2.REVIEW …What is Jesus speaking to you about from this passage  
  and this discussion?  (write it out…)   
   

    

3.RESPOND… what are you willing to do about the things that Jesus  
  is speaking to you about? (write it out… calendar it?)              

How might you turn the following into a prayer?  
'“The time promised by God has come at last!” he announced.  

“The Kingdom of God is near! Repent of your sins and believe the Good News!” ‘   
(Mark 1:15, NLT) 

† some questions adapted from the NIV Serendipity Bible, p. 1393-4.
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